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Abstract— The aim of the paper is to build a
software based radio capable of demodulating Frequency
Modulated signals with the ability to receive upto four
stations simultaneously. In addition convolution encoding
along with Viterbi decoding is also implemented to aid in
error correction capability of digital transmission
systems. The initial phase is aimed at software based
demodulation of multiple channels of Frequency
Modulated signals. The second phase is directed towards
the Error correction using convolution encoding with
Viterbi decoding for streaming data encountered in
digital broadcast systems.
Software Radio is a way of designing software
very close to the antenna. The basic feature of software
radio is that software will define the transmitted
waveforms, and software will demodulate the received
waveforms. This paper is developed with the help of free
software based radio toolkit given by a community named
GNU radio. Channel coding schemes need to be used
extensively in the case of transmission of digital data over
the air or through any other medium. These coding
schemes also called FEC (Forward Error Correction)
are used in cases where the re-transmission of the data is
not feasible or possible. The channel coding schemes
comes to the rescue in such cases where redundant data
are sent over the transmission medium along with the
message. In the receiver side, this channel coded signal is
decoded to get back the original data even if the channel
coded signal undergoes some interference from the noise
in the transmission medium. Though the channel coding
has a downside of requirement to transmit additional
data over the transmission medium, the advantages
offered by error detection and correction mechanisms to
the receiver outweighs the disadvantage of additional
data transfer rate and bandwidth requirements.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Software-Defined Radio (SDR) is an evolving
technology that has received enormous recognition. In the
past few years, analog radio systems are replaced by
digital radio systems for various radio applications in
civilian, military and commercial spaces. In addition to
this, programmable hardware modules are playing a vital
role in digital radio systems at different functional levels.
SDR totally aims to take benefits of these programmable
hardware modules to get open-architecture based radio
system software.
SDR technology supports implementation of some of
the functional modules in a radio system such as
modulation/demodulation, signal generation, coding and
link-layer protocols in software. This assists in getting
reconfigurable software radio systems where dynamic
selection of parameters for each of the above-mentioned
functional modules is possible. A Complete hardware
based system has many limitations.
Before getting into what software radio does, it is good
to review the design of a traditional analog, hardwarebased radio (Figure.1). In wireless communications,
information is encoded into radio waves. These are
collected (or transmitted) from (to) the air by the antenna.
The received signal is then passed to a series of
components that extract the useful information and
convert it into the output of the radio. The basic design is
the same whether the radio signal is destined for a cell
phone, microwave repeater, or AM/FM car radio.
Traditional radios are based on the super heterodyne
(superhet) receiver circuit.
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key reasons w
why software radios will not
n be
h as cell phonees, but
deployed first in end-usser devices such
n base stations which can take advantaage of
rather in
external power
p
sources.
III. ARCH
HITECTURE
Fiigure 1. Generric FM receiver
In the supperhet receiverr, the incomingg signal, whichh
is
i Radio Freqquency (RF), is
i first down-cconverted to a
lower
l
intermeddiate frequencyy (IF). The IF is then filteredd
for
f noise andd amplified beefore being demodulated
d
too
produce
p
the baseband
b
signaal that represennts the desiredd
information.
i
T
This
analog basseband signal may be passedd
directly
d
to furrther downstagge processing, or it may firsst
be
b digitized annd subjected to
o additional sig
gnal processingg.
There
T
are seveeral important reasons for doown convertingg
to
t a lower and standardized IF:
I
(a)
( It is easierr and hence leess expensive, to build filterss
and
a amplifiers – especially liinear amplifierrs – for a lower
frequency
f
signnal.
(b)
( Use of a common
c
IF en
nables standarrdization in thee
design
d
of radio
o components.
Traditional
T
designs
d
for implementingg the super
heterodyne
h
reeceiver architeecture were optimized for
specific frequuencies and appplications and each of thee
stages were im
mplemented inn hardware thhat was closelyy
coupled.
c
This was due largeely to the difficculties inherennt
in
i and limitatiions in the statte of the art inn the design of
analog
a
signal processing
p
com
mponents. Anaalog processingg
is
i much more complicated thhan digital proocessing, whichh
is
i one of the key reasons why
w the transiition to digitaal
signals is so im
mportant.
In th
his paper ch
hapter 2 deaals about thee
performance
p
a power limittations, Chapteer 3 talks abouut
and
architecture
a
off SDR. Chapterr 4 is on signall flow, Chapter
5 is dealing with
w how to derrive instantaneeous frequencyy.
Chapter
C
6 talkss about De Em
mphasizer. Chaapter 7 explainss
about
a
multi chhannel FM recception. Chaptter 8 will givee
details
d
about thhe Forward Errror Correction.. Chapter 9 andd
10 speaks on implementatio
on and results. Chapter 11 iss
concluding
c
thee paper followeed by referencees.

W now take a view at the overview of a basic
We
conventio
onal digital raddio system annd then look att how
SDR tecchnology can be used too implement radio
functions in software. This will be followed by
b the
software architecture of SDR. Thee definition oof the
software radio system is not absoluute and depennds on
where thee Analog to diggital conversioon is performedd. The
question of where thee A/D conveersion is perfoormed
determinees what radioo functions can be movedd into
software and what types of hardware are required. At
A one
extreme, we consider caalling it softwaare radio if sofftware
is used att any stage wiithin the radio.. This case typpically
involves the digitizatiion at the baseband for signal
processinng. In this casee the actual deemodulation prrocess
is perform
med before thee conversion too digital formatt. This
setup is more
m
of a digital radio than software radio. What
process can
c be done usiing software iss very much lim
mited.
Since thee actual demoodulation itsellf takes placee with
hardwaree, it cannot bee used for dem
modulation of other
kinds off signal and hence is veery limited iin its
functionaality.
At the otther extreme, we
w might choose to use sofftware
radio forr cases in whiich A/D conveersion is perfoormed
right at the antennaa with all radio functioonality
ware running on general-puurpose
implemennted in softw
hardwaree. In this case tthe Digitizationn of the signall takes
place righ
ht at the antennna and thus giives us the com
mplete
flexibility
y. This setup requires the use
u of a veryy high
speed andd wideband A
ADC, not economically feasiible at
this point in time. Fiigure 2 shows the basic sofftware
radio archhitecture.

II. PERFORMANCE AND
D POWER LIMIT
TATIONS
The change
c
from hardware
h
to software
s
radioss
has
h faced lot of problems. First, perform
mance generallyy
comes
c
down in the shift from dedicateed to generalpurpose
p
hardw
ware.
Seconndly, the traansition from hardware too
software proceessing results in a substanttial increase inn
computation
c
w
which
ultimatelly results in inncreased power
requirements.
r
This
T reduces battery
b
life and is one of the
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F
Figure.2
Basic Software Raddio Architecturee
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In thhis paper, we take a stancce that lies inn
between
b
the tw
wo cases descrribed above. The
T digitizationn
of
o the signal is
i performed inn the Intermed
diate frequencyy
band,
b
followed by the digiital down connversion. Thee
baseband
b
proocessing is do
one in a geeneral purposee
computer.
c
Thoough this setup
p does not givee us a completee
software contrrol over the raddio spectrum, it
i does offer uss
a great level of flexibility wiith the softwarre since we cann
actually
a
demoodulate the signal
s
using software. Thee
architecture
a
ussed in this proj
oject is indicateed in Figure 33.
This
T helps us to
t explore the part of radio spectrum
s
whichh
falls
f
in the IF region
r
that cann be digitized.
The digital radio system
m consists of
o three mainn
functional
f
blocks: RF sectio
on, IF section and basebandd
section. The RF
R section co
onsists of esseentially analogg
hardware
h
modules while IF and baseeband sectionss
contain
c
digitall hardware mo
odules. The RF
F section (alsoo
called
c
as RF front-ennd) is ressponsible for
transmitting/re
t
eceiving the radio
r
frequenccy (RF) signaal
from
f
the antennna via a couupler and conv
verting the RF
F
signal to an inntermediate freequency (IF) signal.
s
The RF
F
front-end
f
on thhe receive patth performs RF
F amplificationn
and
a
analog doown conversioon from RF to IF. On thee
transmit
t
pathh, RF front--end perform
ms analog upp
conversion
c
and
d RF power am
mplification.
The ADC//DAC blocks perform an
nalog-to-digitaal
conversion
c
(oon receive path) and diggital-to analogg
conversion
c
(on
n transmit patth), respectiveely. DDC/DUC
C
blocks
b
perform
m digital-downn conversion (oon receive pathh)
and
a
digital--up-conversion
n
(on
tran
nsmit
path)),
respectively.
r
DUC/DDC blocks
b
essenttially perform
m
modem
m
operaations, i.e., modulation
m
of the signal onn
transmit
t
path and demodulaation of the siggnal on receivee
path.
p
For this papper work, the RF
R section andd the IF sectionn
are
a handled byy the hardware, followed byy the basebandd
processing
p
by Computer. Th
he hardware used is known ass
the
t Universal Software
S
Radioo Peripheral (U
USRP).
III. SOFFTWARE BASED
D FM RECEIVER
R
The real implementatioon of the project starts from
m
here.
h
The harddware used is a custom built board
b
providedd
by
b the creators of the GNU Radio commuunity, which iss
designed
d
to ru
un the free software toolkiit provided byy
them.
t
The main
m
goal iss to take thhe FM basedd
demodulation
d
one step furthher to receive up to four FM
M
stations simulttaneously.
What thee USRP gives to the Computter is a DigitalDown
D
converrted, complex, quadrature signal in thee
Baseband.
B
Thee remaining processing willl be taken caree
by
b the softwarre after getting
g the signal frrom the USRP
P
board.
b
Thus onnce the signal enters
e
the compputer, the
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demodulaation of the FM
M signal consiists of the folloowing
steps.
(a) Signal flow from the air to the com
mputer (from real
r to
complex))
(b) Gettin
ng the instantanneous frequenccy (from compplex to
real)
mphasizer
(c) De-em
(d) Audioo FIR decimation filter
(e) Outpu
ut to Soundcardd/File
Thus eaach stage of thiis signal processing acts as a block
with inpuut and outputt ports. Each block receivees the
signal ass input from the
t previous block,
b
perform
ms the
required signal processsing and gives the output to
t the
next block in the chain.
The sofftware architeccture is implem
mented in two layers.
l
The botto
om layer is impplemented in C++,
C
which saatisfies
the perfo
ormance requirrement of thee demodulationn and
signal prrocessing. Thhe top layer is implementted in
python, which
w
acts as a mask layer, interconnectinng the
bottom C++
C layers whiich perform th
he bulk of the signal
processinng. This two llayered architeecture gives uus the
advantagee or reusing tthe signal proocessing blockks and
makes it easier to custtomize the sign
nal processingg flow
moving a proceessing
necessaryy. Thus conneecting or rem
block fro
om the softwaare demodulattion chain is much
easier. Thhe entire softw
ware layer is buuilt and run on a free
UNIX po
ort for window
ws called cygw
win. Cygwin offfers a
UNIX plaatform on winddows based sysstem
IV. SIGN
NAL FLOW FRO
OM
(FROM REEAL TO COMPLEEX).

THE AIR TO THE COMP
PUTER

Basiccally what the U
USRP does is to select the ppart of
the spectrrum we are intterested in and decimate the digital
d
sequence by some faactor N. The resulting signnal is
complex with I/Q two channels. Thuus USRP gives out a
`complexx' signal, withh a data rate 256k samplees per
second, called
c
`quadratture rate' – or quad rate beecause
the compplex signal has
h
I/Q quaddrature compoonents
(Figure. 3)
3
.

Digital down Converter
C
Figure.3 D
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V.
V

GETTING THE INSTANTTANEOUS FREQ
QUENCY
COMPLEX
C
TO REAL
R
).

(FROM
M

For FM, the instantaaneous frequ
uency of thee
transmitted
t
waaveform is variied as a function of the inpuut
signal. The insstantaneous freequency at any
y time is givenn
by
b the followin
ng formula:

f(t) = k * m(t) + fc
m(t)
m is the inp
put signal, k iss a constant th
hat controls thee
frequency
f
senssitivity and fc is
i the frequenccy of the carrier
(for
(
example, 100.1MHz). So
S to recover m(t),
m
two stepss
are
a needed. Fiirst we need too remove the carrier fc, thenn
we're
w
left with
w
a basebband signal that has ann
instantaneous
i
frequency prroportional too the originaal
message
m
m(t)). The secondd step is to compute thee
instantaneous
i
frequency
f
of thhe baseband sig
gnal.
Removing the carrier is taken
t
care by the USRP, viaa
the
t digital dow
wn converter (DDC). The resulting
r
signaal
coming
c
into the Computeer has alreaddy become a
baseband
b
signaal and the rem
maining task is to calculate itss
instantaneous
i
frequency. If we integrate frequency, wee
get
g phase, or angle. Conversely, differeentiating phasee
with
w respect too time gives frequency.
f
Theese are the keyy
insights
i
we usse to build the receiver. The angle betweenn
two
t
subsequuent samples can be determined
d
byy
multiplying
m
on
ne by the com
mplex conjugatte of the other
and
a then takingg the arc tangeent of the produ
uct.
Thus Arctaangent of thee product giv
ves the phasee
difference
d
betw
ween adjacentt samples, if we
w divide it byy
the
t sample intterval or multiiply the data raate, we get thee
radian
r
frequeency Ȧ, whicch gives the instantaneouss
frequency
f
(f) if further diviided by 2Ȧ. This
T
process of
recovering
r
th
he instantaneeous frequenccy from thee
quadrature
q
siignal from the
t
USRP is
i called thee
“Quadrature
“
Demodulation”
D
(Figure. 4).

Figure.4 Quadrature Deemodulation
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frequuency end ussually becomes unbearablee. To
circumveent this effect, `pre-emphasiss' and `de-empphasis'
were intrroduced into thhe FM system. At the transm
mitter,
circuits are used to mannually
proper pre-emphasis
p
amplify th
he high frequeency componennts, and the connverse
operationns are done at tthe receiver to recover the orriginal
power distribution of thhe signal. As a result, the SN
NR is
d effectively. Inn the analog world,
w
a simple first
improved
order RL
LC circuit usuaally suffices foor pre-emphasiis and
de-emphaasis. In the case of the Software defined Raadio, a
first ordeer IIR filter is iimplemented to get the magnnitude
of amplified, high ffrequency siggnal down too the
magnitudde of normal lower frequenncy signal, thhereby
improving the SNR.
mation filter:
Let us now see about Audio FIR decim
After passing
p
the de--emphasizer, itt is a real signaal with
a data ratte of 256kHz.IIt is a basebannd signal, contaaining
all the frequency
f
com
mponents of a FM station. The
bandwidtth of a FM stattion is usually around 2 * 100kHz.
A sample rate of 2566kHz is suitabble for the 2000kHz
bandwidtth, without losiing any spectru
um informationn

Figure.5
F
Typiccal FM Band
M signal band is spread out with
w various baand of
The FM
informatiion (Figure. 5)). From 0 to about
a
16 kHz is the
left plus right (L + R) audio. The peeak at 19 kHz is the
stereo pilot tone. The left minus riight (L - R) stereo
a is
informatiion is centeredd at 2x the piilot (38kHz) and
AM-moddulated on top oof the FM. Addditional sub caarriers
are someetimes found iin the region of 57kHz - 96kHz.
Thus for the reception of
o a mono FM
M station, a Low
w pass
FIR filterr with a pass band frequency of 15Khz and a
transitionn band with 1K
Khz should sufffice. Thus, once the
signal com
mes out of thee FIR decimatiion filter blockk, it is
now readdy to be played into the sounddcard.
Output too Soundcard/Fiile:

VI. DE-EMPLLASIZER
It has beenn theoretically
y proved that, in
i FM detectorr,
the
t
power of the output noise increaases with thee
frequency
f
quaadratically. However,
H
for most practicaal
signals, such as
a human voicee and music, thhe power of thee
signal decreases significantly
y as frequencyy increases. Ass
a result, the “S
Signal to Noise Ratio” (SNR) at the high
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Once the signal passses through the
t FIR Decim
mation
filter, it is ready to be played byy the soundcaard or
alternativvely stored in a File. The signal from thee FIR
decimatio
on filter is inn a raw bit format
f
and caan be
converted
d to other formats ussing any suuitable
compresssion algorithmss.
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VII. FORWARD ERROR CORRECTION
Forward error correction [FEC] is a system of error
control for data transmission, whereby the sender adds
redundant data to its messages, which allows the receiver
to detect and correct errors (within some bound) without
the need to ask the sender for additional data. The
advantage of forward error correction is that
retransmission of data can often be avoided, at the cost of
higher bandwidth requirements on average, and is
therefore applied in situations where retransmissions are
relatively costly or impossible.
Such a typical situation where the receiver is not able
to make a request for the re-transmission of message is
FM reception. FEC devices are often located close to the
receiver of an analog signal, in the first stage of digital
processing after a signal has been received. That is, FEC
circuits are often an integral part of the analog-to-digital
conversion process.

A typical communication channel in which the data
to be transmitted is encoded using some encoding
algorithm by adding some redundant bits (Figure. 6).
Thus the output of the encoder is called Channel
Symbols. These channel symbols are then transmitted
over the wireless channel.
Thus it can be seen that unless the error correction
mechanisms are introduced there is no way for the
receiver to recover the original information correctly.
Hence Forward Error Correction mechanisms are
essential if the receiver is to recover the original
information. There are numerous forward error correction
mechanisms each applicable to particular type of
communication. The factors which govern which error
correction algorithm is used for a particular
communication type are
x Bandwidth of the spectrum
x

Depth of error correction required

Forward Error Correction Implemented:

x

Rate of encoding

The Forward error correction algorithm consists of
two parts namely Encoding and Decoding. The Encoding
is implemented using a Convolution algorithm and the
Decoding implemented is the Viterbi algorithm. The
convolution encoder and the corresponding Viterbi
decoder are implemented in C programming language.

x

Processing capacity of Sender/Receiver

Motivation for Forward Error Correction
The situation in which the receiver is not able to make
a request to the sender for re-transmission of message
forms the basis for all forward error correction
techniques. A typical radio receiver is a classic example
in which the receiver has no provision to communicate
with the sender. Under such circumstances, if an error
occurred in the signal transmitted, there will be no way
for the receiver to detect the error unless some error
control mechanisms are incorporated into the signal
before transmission itself. This process of adding error
control to the signal before transmission is called
Forward Error Correction.

Introduction to Convolution Encoding
Convolution Encoding typically involves encoding of
stream of data bits by using previous bits to perform a
logical operation, the output of which is the encoded
channel symbols. Thus depending upon the type of
convolution encoding, a single data bit can have its
influence on two or more adjacent bits thereby providing
the required redundancy to the data. This influence which
a bit has on other bits is what enables the receiver to
identify any bit errors that occurred during the data
transmission.
A convolution encoder is called so because it performs
a convolution of the input stream with encoder's impulse
responses. It can be represented mathematically as

where x is an input sequence, yj is a sequence from output
j and hj is an impulse response for output j. A convolution
encoder is a discrete linear time-invariant system. Every
output of an encoder can be described by its own transfer
function, which is closely related to a generator
polynomial.
Figure 6. Typical wireless communication channel
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C.1. Convolution Encoding Algorithm in this paper
The convolution algorithm implemented in this project
is a Half rate,(5,7) encoder with a constraint length of
K=3, which is suitable for streaming data. .The
convolution encoding typically involves the process of
encoding data by using the bits of data to perform modulo
2 addition, thereby adding redundancy (Figure. 7).
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Then the message with errors is given as input to the
Viterbi decoder and its error correction capability is
analyzed.
Convolution Encoder
The length of the generated bit stream is taken as input
from the user. Once the bit stream is generated, the
convolution encoding is performed and the encoded data
is written to a file. The encoder simulation is shown in
figure.7

Figure 6. Basic convolution encoding
XIII. VITERBI ALGORITHM
The Viterbi algorithm implemented in this project is
suitable for decoding data that has been encoded with a
Half-rate,(7,5) convolution encoder with a constraint
length of K=3.
IX. IMPLEMENTATION OF ALGORITHMS
The steps involved in simulating a communication
channel using convolutional encoding and Viterbi
decoding are as follows
1. Generate the data to be transmitted through the
channel.
2. Convolutionally encode the data.
3. Introduce channel errors
4. Perform Viterbi decoding on the received
channel symbols
X. RESULTS
The results of the project implemented are analyzed in
the sections below.
Software Based Demodulation:
Forward Error Correction
The simulation setup consists of a channel encoder
which generates random bit streams consisting of 0’s and
1’s which represents the message bits. This bit stream is
then encoded. Then the encoded data is given to a
channel error simulator to simulate bit errors.

© 2010 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

Figure.7 Simulation result of encoder
Since the encoding is typically performed on a stream
of data, it must have a known length for the decoder to
decode the message properly. Hence the encoder encodes
the data in frames. The frame length used in this project
is 15 message bits with 3 flushing bits for each frame.
Hence the stream of data is broken up into frames of
constant length and then encoded. Once the encoding
process is completed, the encoded message is then written
to a file.
Channel Error Simulation
In order to verify the error correction capability of the
decoder, the encoded message must be included with
random bit errors to simulate the message transmitted
through a noisy channel. A model in which random bit
errors occurs is created.
The number of bit errors to be introduced in each
frame is taken as an input from the user and
correspondingly random bits are inverted i.e. 0’s changed
to 1’s and 1’s changed to 0’s which provides a reasonable
model to simulate channel errors. The channel error
simulation module is shown in figure 8
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The Test case taken up consists of a 60-bit message
encoded into four frames by the encoder. This setup is
shown
in
Figure

Figure.8 Channel error simulation
In this case, the number of bit errors introduced is zero
and hence the encoder output and the received channel
symbols are identical. The output of the channel error
simulator is written to a file, which will then be taken as
the input for the decoder.
Decoding received symbols
The input to the Viterbi decoder is the file containing
channel errors, given as output by the channel error
simulator. The decoder takes this file as input and then
performs decoding and tries to recover the original
message. The decoding simulation is shown in figure 9

Figure.9 Decoding simulation result
While encoding messages are encoded in frame, so that
decoder can start from a known state for each frame.
Figure 9 shows decoding of channel symbols containing
only one frame.
Performance of Viterbi Decoder
The Viterbi decoder implemented in this project is a
Hard-decision decoder capable of decoding the channel
symbols encoded by half-rate,(7,5) convolution encoder
with a constraint length of 3. Various amounts of bit
errors are simulated and the performance of the decoder
is then analyzed.
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Figure 10. An example depiction
The message is encoded into four frames and is
passed to the channel error simulator to introduce various
amounts of bit errors and the decoder performance is
analyzed.

In the first case, three random bit errors are
introduced in each frame. The performance of the
decoder for this test case is shown if following Screen
Shot.
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It is found that the Viterbi decoder is able to recover the
original message in most of the cases when 5 random bit
errors are introduced in each frame, thus offering almost
100% error correction when there is 33% error in the
received channel symbols.
The next test case involves introducing seven bit errors
per frame and the performance of the decoder in this case
is shown in following snap.

It is found that the decoder recovers the original
message when three random bit errors are produced in
each frame of the received channel symbols, offering
100% error correction capability for 3 random bit errors.
In the next test case, Five bit errors are introduced in each
frame as shown in screen shot as follows.

It is found that the performance of the decoder
deteriorates as the bit error increases to 7 errors per
frame. The decoded messages differ from original
message and on an average only 32% of the errors are
corrected on a trial run with 10 samples.
When the number of bit errors per frame is further
increased to 9 bit errors per frame, the performance of the
decoder still goes down and the original message in not
recovered by the decoder as indicated in next screen shot.

The performance of the decoder for this test case is
shown in the following screen shot

It is found that in case of nine bit errors per frame, the
error recovery rate falls to as low as 8.2% on average run
with 10 samples.
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Thus overall, the performance of the Hard-decision
Viterbi decoder falls with the increase in bit error rates
and good level of error correction is available up to 5 bit
errors per frame above which the message keeps getting
deteriorated. This is indicated in the figure .11

% Bit error correction

Bit Error Correction Rate
120
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No of Bit errors/frame

Figure 11. Analysis graph
XI. CONCLUSION
Thus the software based multi channel FM reception
offers the capability to receive from one up to four FM
stations at the same time. One station is streamed live to
the speakers while the rest are stored in the disk in raw
format. This offers the ability to listen to the recorded
data at a later time thereby preventing the user from
missing out on some important information.
Working with the FM band of the radio spectrum is the
entrance to the Software based radio world which is
capable of handling many parts of the radio spectrum.
This project provided a good practical exposure to the
problems involved in replacing a conventional radio with
software based one and demonstrated the power and
flexibility offered by using software in place of
conventional hardware.
This project just touches the tip of the iceberg in the
world of software defined radio, which has tremendous
potential to be unleashed. With the aid of technology
advancement, the software based radios will be able to
explore the full radio spectrum very soon into the future.
With the move towards processing signal systems in
digital format comes the problem of error detection and
correction. Thankfully, this has been taken care by
numerous error detection and correction algorithms,
which were proposed long back, but were not
implemented due to large computation requirements.
The convolution encoder and the Viterbi decoder
implemented in this project offer a reasonable amount of
error correction capability to a message signal.
These algorithms are the basic error correction
algorithms on which many other complex error correction
algorithms are built upon.
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